Interesting invariants such as the local Euler obstruction of a singular variety arise considering the Nash modification of the variety ([Br2] , [M]). Also, taking a Nash type modification with respect to a coherent sheaf, we have further insight to the characteristic classes of coherent sheaves ([K], [Sc]). The purpose of this paper is to study a similar modification associated to a singular holomorphic foliation and to analyze related local invariants, namely, the Baum-Bott residues [BB] and the Nash residues, which will be introduced in this paper. As an application, we give a partial answer to the rationality conjecture of Baum and Bott (see 2.5 below).
V = V \Sing(V). First, suppose V is compact and let U be a regular neighborhood of V in W. Also, let U = {U a } ae i be an open covering of U. We denote by (A*(iU) ,D) the Cech-de Rham complex associated to U and by H*(A*(tt)) its cohomology, which is canonically isomorphic with the de Rham cohomology H*(U,C). Since V is deformation retract of £/, the last cohomology is isomorphic with the cohomology H*(V, C) of V, e.g., in the singular cohomology theory. Furthermore, let {Ra}a£i be a system of honey-comb cells adsipted to U , see also [Su2, Ch.II, 3] 
Py : &{¥,€) * H e (A*m -> H^-'iA^lDY ~ H 2n -e(VX),
which is not an isomorphism in general. We refer to [Brl] for a combinatorial definition of the above Poincare homomorphism and also that of the Alexander homomorphism described in (1.2) below. Thus these homomorphisins are defined in cohomology and homology with Z coefficients. The above homomorphism Py sends the class [cr] in H^A^U)) to the class [C] (VX) by Py Second, suppose V may not be compact. Let S be a compact set in V admitting a regular neighborhood in W such that there is an open set U in V with S C U and UXScV = V\ Sing(y). Letting [7i be a regular neighborhood of 5 in W with Ui fl V C U and UQ a tubular neighborhood of UQ = U \ S in W with the projection p : UQ -> t/oj we consider the covering U = {UQ, UI} of U = UQ U UI. We may assume that U is deformation retract of U. We define the subcomplex A*(W, Then we see that, by the five lemma,
H*(A*(ii,Uo))*H*(U,U\S;Q.
Let i?i be a compact real 2m-dimensional manifold with C 00 boundary in Ui such that 5 is in its interior and that dRi is transverse to U. We set Ri = Ri fl U. Then dRi = dRi fl U is a (2n -l)-dimensional C 00 submanifold of C/Q. We set RQI = -dRi (dRi with the opposite orientation). As in [Su2, Ch.IV 
where i and j denote, respectively, the inclusions S M-V and (V, 0) <-> (F, V \ 5).
Remarks 1.5. 1. If V is non-singular, Py and Av s are the usual Poincare and Alexander isomorphisms. In this case, we may set W = V. 2. In the above, the assumption that U \ S is in the regular part V = V \ Sing(V) is not necessary. However, with this condition, to define a cochain a = (CTQ , ai, CTQI ) in A*(li) we only need to define CTQ on UQ = U \ 5, since there is a C 00 retraction p:Uo-* UQ.
(B) Characteristic classes in the Cech-de Rham cohomology. Again, let V be a subvariety of dimension n in a complex manifold W. First, suppose V is compact and let U and U be as in the first paragraph of (A) above. Let E be a complex C 00 vector bundle over U and V a connection for E. For a homogeneous symmetric polynomial tp of degree d, we may define a closed 2c?-form y(V) whose class in H 2d (U,C) is the characteristic class ip(E) of E with respect to ip [Su2, II, 7] . Also, taking a connection V a for E on each U a , we may define the characteristic class (p (E) Here we recall the construction of the "difference form" ^(VQ, VJ) for later use ( [Bo, p.65] , see also [Su2, Ch.II, (8. 2)]). It is a (2d -l)-form on U 01 = C/Q n t/i with the property
^(v;,v?) = ^(vr)-^(vs).
To define ^(VQ, VJ), we consider the vector bundle Ei x E -> U 01 x M and let V^ be the connection for it given by V^ = (1 -£)VQ 4-tV^ , for i = 0,... ,<?. We set V* = (V^^,..., V^). Denoting by m* the integration along the fibers of the projection w : Uoi x [0,1] -> C/biJ we define ^(VQ, VJ) = G7*<^(V*).
If, for some reason as discussed in (C) below, we may choose VJJ so that ^ ( Note that the cup product induces a H*(U, C)-module structure on the relative cohomology H*(U, U \ S; C).
(C) Localization. In this article, we consider the following two types of localizations : (I) Localization of certain characteristic classes by the existence of a "basic connection" on the non-singular part of a holomorphic foliation, and (II) localization of characteristic classes by exactness of a complex of vector bundles.
The type (I) is used to define the Baum-Bott residues and the Nash residues and will be explained in Sections 2 and 3 below.
The type (II) is used to compare these two types of residues in Section 4 (see [Su3, 1. (C) ] for this type of localization when the ambient space is non-singular). For this, consider the second situation in (A) and (B) above, and let Ui, UQ, U = {UQ, UI) and U = UQ U UI be as before. Let £ = ]CLo( -^-Y^i be a virtual bundle over U with Ei C 00 vector bundles. Suppose there is a complex of continuous bundle homomorphisms
on Uy Ei = Ei\u, such that, on C/Q, the ftj's are C 00 and the sequence is exact.
If we take the family of connections VJ = (VQ ,..., VQ ) so that it is compatible with (1.7) on C/Q, for a symmetric polynomial tp without constant term, we have y>(V5) = 0 [BB, Lemma (4.22) ]. For VJ = (V^,..., V^0 ) ), we take arbitrary family of connections for | on Ui. Then the cocycle (1.6) is in A*(t/, UQ) and it defines a class in H*(U,U \ 5;C), which we denote ^5(0 as in (B) 2. Baum-Bott residues. Let M be a (connected) complex manifold of dimension n and TM its holomorphic tangent bundle. Also, denoting by OM the structure sheaf of M, let QM = OM(TM) be the tangent sheaf of M. (The tangent sheaf of) a singular holomorphic foliation on M is defined to be an involutive coherent subsheaf J 7 of QM-Let Afjr denote the quotient sheaf QM/T (the normal sheaf of the foliation) so that we have the exact sequence
In general, for a coherent 0M-module <?> we define its singular set Sing(<S) to be the set of points x in M where the stalk S x is not O^x-free. We define the singular set 5(^r) of the foliation T to be the singular set Sing^V^) of the coherent sheaf N?. Note that 5(J r ) D Sing(J r ). If p is the rank of (the locally free part of) J 7 , T defines a non-singular foliation of dimension p on M \ S(T). If we set, for each point x in M,
) is a subspace of the tangent space T X M. In general, &\mF(x) < p, where the equality holds if and only if x fi S^).
We briefly recall how we define the Baum-Bott residues. On M\Sing(^r), there is a vector bundle F such that J 7 = O(F). If we set MQ = M \ 5(^r), then it is a subset of M \ Sing(J r ) and on MQ, FQ = F\MO ma y be identified with a subbundle of TMQ, whose fiber over x G MQ is F(x). If we set iV>o = TMQ/FQ, we have A/> = 0(N Fo ) on MQ. Recall that the bundle iV> 0 admits a basic connection [BB, Definition (3.24) ].
We try to compute the characteristic class <p(AV) for a homogeneous symmetric polynomial ip of degree d and will see that, if d > n -p, the class ^(A/^) is localized at 5(7").
Let 5 be a compact connected component of 5(j r ) and [/ a relatively compact open neighborhood of 5 in M disjoint from the other components of 5(^r). We set UQ = U \S and Ui = U (or any neighborhood of 5 in U) and consider the covering 
v(v:) = (^(vs), v (vj),^(vs,vj)).
If d > n -p, then by (2.2) and the Bott vanishing theorem [BB, Proposition (3.27 J2** Res"(A^,^; 5) = ^(A^r) - [M] in H 2n . 2d (M,C) , where £ denotes the embedding S <-> M and the sum is taken over the components of S{T).
We quote the following conjecture in [BB] :
2.5. Rationality conjecture. Let T be a singular foliation of dimension p on a complex manifold M of dimension n. Also let S be a compact connected component of the singular set S{T) and ip a homogeneous symmetric polynomial of degree d. If n -'p-\-\ <d<n and if y? is with rational coefficients, then
Res"(A/>,^;S) 6 ^2n-2d(5,Q).
3. Nash residues. Let M be a complex manifold of dimension n and T a singular foliation of dimension p on M. As in Section 2, we set, for each point x in M, 
" -> M is a holomorphic map which is biholomorphic from MX = M^SiTY onto MQ = M\S(T).
We denote by T" and N", respectively, the tautological bundle and the tautological quotient bundle over G P (TM) , which are defined as follows. We have
7r*TM = { (P, v) e G P (TM) x TM \ P C T X M, v e T X M, x = TT(P) }.
The tautological bundle f v is the subbundle of TTTM given by
Thus the fiber of f" over P G G P (TM) is P. We set N u = ^TM/f". Let T* and AT 1 " be their restrictions to ikF so that we have an exact sequence of vector bundles over M u :
(3.1) 0 -> T" -> 7r*rM -> JV" ^ 0, which is equivalent to (2.1) away from the singular sets. In fact, T^IM* = 7r*Po and Ar^|M 0^= 7r*iV Fo . We try to compute the characteristic class ^(A ri/ ) of the vector bundle N" over M" for a homogeneous symmetric polynomial if of degree d and will see that, if d > n -p, the class (p (N u ) is localized at S^)". Let 5 be a compact connected component of 5(J r ) and set S" = 7r~1(S). Also, let U" be a neighborhood of S" in M 17 disjoint from the other components of S^Y. Letting U{ be a regular neighborhood of 5^ in G p (TM) with t/f n M u C £/ ,/ and £^ a tubular neighborhood of [/£ = U V \S V in G P (TM) with the projection piU^ ^ Ug, we consider the covering W" = {C/^, C/f} of C/ 17 = L^ U f/f. We may assume that C/" is deformation retract of U". The characteristic class '^(N") on C/^ is represented by the cocycle y>(V£) in A 2d (U v ) given by
v(v:) = (v(vs) l v(vr)^(v5 s vr)),
where VQ and V^ denote connections for iV" on Ug and U", respectively. Summarizing the above, we have the following theorem, the second statement of which follows from Proposition 1.4. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let T be a singular foliation of dimension p on a complex manifold M of dimension n and (p a homogeneous symmetric polynomial of degree d > n-p. (1) For each compact connected component S of the singular set S^), we have the residue Res v? (iV I/ , F; S v ) in H2n-2d(S u ,C) f which is given by (3.2). (2) // M is compact,

. Let ip be a homogeneous symmetric polynomial of degree d > n-p. If(p is with integral coefficients, then the difference
Res,,(A/>, J 7 ; 5) -TT. Res^iV"
, F; S") is in the image of the canonical homomorphism H2n-2d{S,'L) -v H2n-2d(S,C).
Proof. Let U", Ug, t/jf, U" and U be as in Section 3. We also set UQ = U \ 5, Ui = niUi) and U = {UQ,UI}. We may assume that U is relatively compact. Let
be a resolutin of T by real analytic vector bundles Ei on U. Since Au Qou ' is a right exact functor, this gives a resolution of the sheaf A/JF on U :
and N? is equivalent to the virtual bundle £ = ]Ci=o(~l)^' where we set EQ = TM.
We have an exact sequence on C/Q = U \ S :
Note that the sheaf homomorphism rji, i = 1,..., q, induces a bundle homomorphism hi : Ei -> Ei-i on U and, in turn, Tr*/^ : n^Ei -V 7r*.E;_i on C/ 1 ". We claim that the image of 7r*/ii is in T". In fact, the image coincides with T v on UQ =U V \ S", which is dense in t/". Hence by the continuity of 7r*/ii, the image is in T^ on U 1 '. Thus we have a complex of vector bundles on U
which is exact on C/Q (cf. (3.1) ). Consider the virtual bundle e = TT*^ -N" over f/" so that we have r^JV' + e.
We set e = elu" = 7r*f -N". We may write where the y>M 's are symmetric polynomials with integral coefBcients and the ip^ 's are symmetric polynomials with integral coefficients without constant term. Recall that the Baum-Bott residue is the image of the localized class of (p(£) by the Alexander isomorphism and the Nash residue is the image of the localized class of <p(N u ) by the Alexander homomorphism. We compare them using the characteristic classes of e which are all localized.
Let V be a basic connection for iV> 0 on C/Q. We choose a connection VQ for each Ei, i = 0,..., g, on UQ so that (VQ ,..., VQ , V) is compatible with (4.3) and set VQ = (VQ ,...,Vo )• Also, choose a connection V^ for each Ei on Ui and set VJ = (V[ g) ,...,v£ 0) ). The Baum-Bott residue Res^CA/^^S) is the class in if2n-2d(S',C) which corresponds, under the Alexander isomorphism, to the localized class <PS(NT,F) of <p(0 in H 2d {U,U\ 5;C) -H 2d {A*{U,Uo)) represented by the cocycle
v(v:) = (o, v >(vj) >¥J (vs,vi)).
Let VQ be a connection for N v on UQ given by VQ = TT* V and let V^ be a connection for N" on C/f. Then the Nash residue Res v ,(A ri/ ,^r;S I/ ) is the class in if2n-2d(5 I/ ,C) which is the image by the Alexander homomorphism of the localized class (ps (N v^T 
represented by the cocycle
^(v:) = (o,^(vn,^(vs,vn).
We have a commutative diagram In fact, we have, from the definition of the cup product (see, e.g., [Su2, II, 3] 
First, we have *>(** v:) = ^ (vn+x; v (i) (vio • v (i) (vf).
Hence we have the identity of the terms of forms on C/f. To compare the terms of forms on Ufa, we set V # = (V<«>,..., V^) with V« = (1 -t)**^ + ***V^ and V £ = (V*, V 17 ). Then, by definition, r
We have a7»</?(V 1 ') = v(Vg, Vi). On the other hand, we have
We compute
This proves the identity (4.5), which shows that, we have, in Remarks 4-8-1. The above is proved in [Sul] under the assumption that the annihilator of J 7 is locally free.
2. The equality (4.6) gives an explicit expression of the difference in [K] Theoreme 8.1 for the sheaf Afp.
Example 4-9. Let M be an open disk U about the origin 0 in C 2 = {(^i, Z2)} and T the foliation generated by a holomorphic vector field v -ai -J^-+ 02 ^7-, where a\ and (22 are holomorphic functions on JJ with the set of common zeros {0}. We have where F is a 2-cycle in U given by F = {(zi,^) I |«i| = 1^21 = s }, for a sufficiently small positive number £, and is oriented so that d(argai) A<i(arga2) is a positive form [BB] . The above integral is equal to the intersection number (01,02)0 of two curves The left hand side corresponds to the Baum-Bott residue and the first term in the right hand side corresponds to the Nash residue. We recall that the cocycles in the right hand side are given by ci(V:) = (c 1 (VS),c 1 (V^),c 1 (VS,Vn) and ci(V«) = (0,c 1 (VJ),c 1 (V5,Vf)).
We have ci(Vf) = -c^rv^) + c 1 (rv
We denote by 1 the frame for Ei = F = U x C which assigns (z, 1) to each point z in U and take as V^ ^ the 1-trivial connection for F. Note that the frame 1 is sent to v by the map g in (4.10). We also take as V^ the connection for TM on U which is (air' afe)-triviaL Then we have c i(
is cohomologous to ci(V^) • ci(V^) and that Ci(V£) is cohomologous to ci(V^) 2 [Su3, Proposition 1.6], we compute and see that the coc3'cle 2ci(V£) • ci(V^) -f cf(V^) is cohomologous to (0,0,ci(V §,VJ)-c 1 (V5')).
Hence the difference of the Baum-Bott and Nash residues is given by the integral (4.11) f c 1 (V5,v?).c 1 (v;:).
In our case, we may take as Ui a tubular neighborhood of 5" with projection p : Ui -* S", and as Ri a closed tubular neighborhood of S" in U[. Recall that Rfa = -dRZ, R^ = R1 fl M u . Since N" is isomorphic with p*N l/ \s», we may take as Vf the connection equivalent to the pull-back p* V5, where V5 denotes a connection for N^ls*-If we denote by p the restriction of p to i?^, we see that, by the projection formula, the integral (4.11) is equal to -f P*ci(n,VD-ci(V£), where p* denotes the integration along the fibers of p. To compute CI(VQ, Vf), we need to fix frames of the bundles involved. 
